Abstract: We present a fully automated and scalable algorithm for quantifying surface water inundation in wetlands. Requiring no external training data, our algorithm estimates sub-pixel water fraction (SWF) over large areas and long time periods using Landsat data. We tested our SWF algorithm over three wetland sites across North America, including the Prairie Pothole Region, the Delmarva Peninsula and the Everglades, representing a gradient of inundation and vegetation conditions. We estimated SWF at 30-m resolution with accuracies ranging from a normalized root-mean-square-error of 0.11 to 0.19 when compared with various high-resolution ground and airborne datasets. SWF estimates were more sensitive to subtle inundated features compared to previously published surface water datasets, accurately depicting water bodies, large heterogeneously inundated surfaces, narrow water courses and canopy-covered water features. Despite this enhanced sensitivity, several sources of errors affected SWF estimates, including emergent or floating vegetation and forest canopies, shadows from topographic features, urban structures and unmasked clouds. The automated algorithm described in this article allows for the production of high temporal resolution wetland inundation data products to support a broad range of applications.
Introduction
Wetland inundation is a key driver of ecosystem functions and associated services [1] , and therefore has important implications for water and wetland policies and management [2] [3] [4] . Changes in inundation patterns in time and space may be indicative of important shifts in the functioning of wetland ecosystems [4] . However, inundation dynamics in wetlands are often poorly understood due to their complexity [3] , as spatial and temporal heterogeneity give rise to uncertainties in the extent, timing and duration of inundation. As the importance of wetlands to regional hydrology [5, 6] , nutrient export to surface waters [7] [8] [9] , greenhouse gas emissions [10] [11] [12] , biodiversity [3, 13] and other ecosystem services becomes increasingly apparent, there is a need for accurate and timely methods for monitoring wetland inundation dynamics.
Earth observation satellites have enabled the large-scale characterization of surface water dynamics over time [14] . The public release of data from operational and archival satellite missions, including Landsat [15] and more recently Sentinel-1 [16] and Sentinel-2 [17] presents a unique opportunity to better understand spatial and temporal surface water dynamics. Accordingly, a number of large-area surface water data products have recently been published, ranging from continental scale to global scale [14, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . While large-area water datasets have proven useful in a range of application studies, their ability to accurately represent wetland inundation in space and time remains a challenge, due to the tendency of wetlands to be small in size and highly dynamic over time. There is a trade-off between spatial and temporal resolution among currently available global surface water data products, where medium spatial resolution data products (minimum mapping unit~30-m) are limited to "snapshot" depictions of water cover and high temporal resolution data products are derived from coarse spatial resolution data [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 27] .
To adequately represent spatially complex and temporally dynamic wetland ecosystems, there is a need for surface water datasets with both fine spatial and temporal resolution, which in turn require efficient classification methods to process data from operational Earth observation satellites [28] . A wide variety of approaches to classifying pixels in optical satellite data have been described in the literature. Thresholding of spectral bands or band combinations to create indices known to be effective in separating water from non-water classes is commonly used to detect and classify water (e.g., the normalized difference water index, NDWI [29] ; the modified NDWI, MNDWI [30] ; and the Automated Water Extraction Index, AWEI; [31] ). These spectral indices are commonly used in both unsupervised [28, 32] and supervised [33] classification schemes. Recent developments in geospatial sciences, including the opening of archival satellite datasets [15] and advances in machine learning and high-performance computing, have allowed for the production of surface water estimates at fine spatial and temporal resolutions [14, [33] [34] [35] .
While most optically based methods rely on the near-total absorption of incident solar radiation by water surfaces in the infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum to discriminate water from land surfaces, several characteristics of water features can confound the detection of surface water. First, bio-optical properties of water can affect solar reflectance off of water surfaces, with suspended sediments and microorganisms being particularly problematic [36] . Second, water body edges along narrow channels or very small water bodies are often omitted by water classifiers, reducing the applicability of these methods over heterogeneously inundated landscapes [37, 38] . Finally, variable soil substrates as well as floating aquatic vegetation and periphyton mats can drastically alter the surface reflectance of inundated wetland areas [28] . As a result, these optical methods frequently fail to map flooded vegetated areas, depicting large inundated wetland surfaces as dry land and therefore substantially underestimating inundation in vegetated wetlands [28] .
The latter two of these three confounding factors are essentially problems of spectral mixing. Sub-pixel mapping approaches have been used to address the problem of mixed pixel reflectance for a variety of land cover types, including forests [39] , impervious surfaces [40] and water [37, 41, 42] . To derive sub-pixel water fraction using MODIS data, Li et al. (2013) [43] developed a dynamic nearest neighbor searching algorithm. Halabisky et al. (2016) [42] used spectral mixture analysis to derive sub-pixel water fractions using Landsat data. Other studies used regression trees trained with fine resolution LiDAR intensity data to estimate sub-pixel water fraction using Landsat imagery [41, 44] . A limitation of these methods is that they require external training data derived from in situ or other fine spatial resolution data to develop reference spectral profiles or train regression models. In contrast, Jones (2015) [28] used laboratory and field-based spectra collected independently of the satellite imagery to develop broadly applied, pixel-level partial water decision rules, demonstrating the potential to rapidly produce meaningful surface inundation for heterogeneous wetlands from Landsat without using image-specific training data. Rover et al. (2010) [37] also circumvented the training data limitation by aggregating classified Landsat pixels to coarser spatial resolution to obtain an "internal" reference dataset of mixed water pixels. This circumvention allows for the unsupervised quantification of sub-pixel water fraction, which in turn facilitates the scaling and automation of multi-temporal wetland inundation mapping algorithms.
The accurate depiction of wetland inundation over large areas and diverse wetland types demands flexible, automated and scalable algorithms that are able to quantify surface water coverage at the sub-pixel scale. The overall objective of this study is to develop and test a fully automated and scalable algorithm for the quantification of sub-pixel water fraction (SWF) using medium resolution optical satellite data. This algorithm is expected to help address the challenges in monitoring wetland inundation noted above in two ways. First, the sub-pixel depiction of surface water is expected to significantly increase the sensitivity of medium resolution data to small wetlands. Second, a fully automated algorithm will allow for the rapid quantification of inundation dynamics using satellite image time series, generating high frequency wetland inundation records. In addressing this objective, we pose the following research questions:
Can the spatial properties of water bodies and inundated landscapes be accurately represented using sub-pixel water fractions derived from optical satellite images? 2.
Can the temporal inundation dynamics of inundated landscapes be accurately represented using sub-pixel water fractions derived from a time series of optical satellite images?
Site Descriptions
Three wetland sites forming a climate, vegetation and hydrology gradient were chosen for this study and are shown in Figure 1 . A description of each of these sites is given below.
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Three wetland sites forming a climate, vegetation and hydrology gradient were chosen for this study and are shown in Figure 1 . A description of each of these sites is given below. Location of the three study sites-the Prairie Pothole Region (PPR), Delmarva Peninsula (DEL) and the Everglades (EVE)-with Landsat path/row (solid borders). Google Earth imagery (right) are shown for each site to demonstrate the wetland types included in this study (PPR: small hemispherical wetlands; DEL: forested depressional wetlands; EVE: large heterogeneously inundated wetlands).
Canadian Prairie Pothole Region
The Prairie Pothole Region of North America spans upwards of 750,000 km 2 , including Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba in Canada as well as Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota and Iowa in the United States. The Prairie Pothole landscape is characterized by millions of small hemispherical, depressional wetlands resulting from glacial advance and retreat [45] , many of which have a surface area smaller than one hectare [46] . Inundation in these wetlands is highly dynamic, as a semi-arid climate combined with wet periods during spring snowmelt and summer precipitation drive seasonal hydrology [5, 47] . Individual wetlands are often classified based on hydrology [48] , with smaller wetlands exhibiting ephemeral or temporary inundation in a typical year and larger wetland classes remaining permanently inundated, but with water levels fluctuating in response to variations in climate and weather [5] . Wetland losses up to 90% in number have been recorded in some parts of the Prairie Pothole Region [49, 50] . The Canadian Prairie Pothole Region has been identified as being one of the most threatened wetland systems in the country [51] . Many of the historical wetlands in the Prairie Pothole Region have been drained and converted for agricultural development [52, 53] , which has implications on climate feedbacks [54] and downstream water quantity and quality [55] [56] [57] . Various conservation and restoration programs focused on preventing drainage of wetlands on agricultural land have resulted in the restoration of over two million hectares of wetlands in Prairie Pothole Region [58] . These activities have been shown to have positive effects on carbon cycle regulation [59] and biodiversity [60] , among other ecosystem services.
Delmarva Peninsula
The Delmarva Peninsula is located within the Mid-Atlantic Coastal Plain physiographic province of the Eastern United States, spans parts of the states of Maryland, Delaware and Virginia, and has a surface area of roughly 75,000 km 2 . Wetlands in this region include estuaries at the coastline, and depressional, riparian and flats further inland [61] . Similar to the Prairie Pothole Region, depressional wetlands (i.e., Delmarva Bays) are common [45] . Wetland losses of between 42% and 73% in the states located within the mid-Atlantic Coastal Plain have been recorded [62] , much of which has been for the purpose of agricultural development [63] . Efforts to restore some previously cultivated wetlands by plugging ditches or excavating and compacting soil have been undertaken in recent years [64] .
Florida Everglades
The Everglades ecosystem spans an area of roughly 17,000 km 2 in southern Florida. Characterized by a tropical to sub-tropical climate, wetlands in the Everglades include wet prairie and sawgrass marsh [65, 66] , evergreen forest, mangrove and rush [67] . The hydrology in these wetlands is characterized by evaporation rates ranging from 50% to 110% of rainfall inputs due to very low surface water flow velocities [68] . Much of the landscape has been affected by drainage for agricultural and urban development [66, 69] . The Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan [70] has been enacted to rehabilitate affected wetlands. Several regions in the Everglades have been designated as Water Conservation Areas, where impoundments separated by levees, canals or other water control structures have been installed to restore the hydrology of these areas [28] .
Methods

Satellite Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing
We used satellite imagery from three Landsat sensors-Landsat-5 Thematic Mapper (TM), Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) and Landsat-8 Operational Land Imager (OLI)-to map sub-pixel water fraction (SWF) over the three sites described above. For Landsat TM and ETM+ data, we downloaded data that had been pre-processed to surface reflectance using the Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing System (LEDAPS) algorithm [71] . For OLI data, we downloaded data that had been pre-processed to surface reflectance using the Landsat Surface Reflectance Code (LaSRC) algorithm [72] . Cloud masks derived using the C Function of Mask (cFMASK) algorithm [73, 74] were also downloaded and all clouds and cloud shadows were masked prior to subsequent analyses. A summary of the Landsat data used in each of the study sites is shown in in Table 1 . We used a provisional version of the Dynamic Surface Water Extent (DSWE) model [28] to derive inundation classes from Landsat bands and initialize our algorithm. The DSWE model employs a series of decision rules based on static thresholds to classify pixels as water high confidence, water moderate confidence, partial water (water combined with vegetation and/or soil fractions), and non-water. While the DSWE model is effectively an unsupervised classifier, the thresholds included in the model have been set based on an in-depth analysis of in situ and image derived spectrometric data over a range of sites in North America selected to capture both open water and partial inundation classes at a 30-m resolution [28, 75] . In a previously published study, these rules were applied to 50 Landsat scenes with a broad range of cloud conditions, for both wet and dry seasons over 11 years, using the Everglades as a test case [28] . When compared against in situ data, overall agreement rates ranged from 35% to 85% (average 73%), with 35 of 50 scenes generating values above 70% [28] .
Quantifying Sub-Pixel Water Fraction (SWF)
We developed an algorithm to derive sub-pixel water fraction (SWF), initialized using the DSWE classes described above. The algorithm, based on that of [37] (summarized in Figure 2 ), incorporates the additional partial water class included in the DSWE product, and uses random forest regression models trained independently using data derived from each image to derive SWF. First, all water pixels (including high-confidence, moderate-confidence and partial water classes) were assumed to be open water and assigned a SWF value of 1. Land pixels were conversely assigned a SWF value of 0. This initial 30-m water mask was then aggregated to 150-m resolution by averaging the input 30-m water/non-water values to generate a 150-m resolution SWF estimate. All spectral bands (Table 2 ) and spectral covariates (Table 3) were similarly aggregated to a spatial resolution of 150-m. A random forest regression model with 100 trees (estimators) was then fit using the 150-m resolution SWF as a response variable and all resampled 150-m resolution spectral bands and indices as covariates. An estimate of SWF at 30-m was then generated by applying this model to all the original 30-m spectral bands. Table 3 . Spectral indices used (in addition to original spectral bands) to estimate SWF in this study. Spectral bands and abbreviations are listed in Table 1 . Tasseled cap indices were computed using coefficients reported in Crist (1985) .
Algorithm Assessment
Verifying the accuracy of SWF estimates in wetlands is exceedingly difficult, and in many cases impossible, without ground or very fine spatial resolution airborne data (e.g., LiDAR). In the absence of wall-to-wall very fine resolution data, we limited our accuracy assessment for each site to those areas where appropriate data were available. The data used to assess algorithm performance are described for each site below and summarized in Table 4 . Table 3 . Spectral indices used (in addition to original spectral bands) to estimate SWF in this study. Spectral bands and abbreviations are listed in Table 1 . Tasseled cap indices were computed using coefficients reported in Crist (1985) .
Index Abbreviation Formula Reference
Normalized Difference Water Index
Algorithm Assessment
Verifying the accuracy of SWF estimates in wetlands is exceedingly difficult, and in many cases impossible, without ground or very fine spatial resolution airborne data (e.g., LiDAR). In the absence of wall-to-wall very fine resolution data, we limited our accuracy assessment for each site to those areas where appropriate data were available. The data used to assess algorithm performance are described for each site below and summarized in Table 4 . [78] . Selected wetlands within each site were surveyed using a GPS receiver. Each of the surveyed wetlands was assigned a class label from 1 to 5 based on hydrological and vegetation characteristics [48] . We included only wetland classes known to be permanently inundated (classes 4 and 5) in our analysis, since wetlands belonging to other ephemeral classes were mapped based on potential rather than actual inundation.
To derive inundated area from SWF, we identified clusters of contiguous pixels using an 8-member ("Queen rule") definition. We assumed that each cluster represented individual wetlands. We computed the inundated area (IA) of each cluster overlapping field-surveyed polygons as:
for each cluster comprised of n pixels, each pixel representing an estimate of SWF and covering a surface area of 0.09 ha. Pixels with an SWF of 1 thus represented an inundated area of 0.09 ha, pixels with an SWF of 0.5 an inundated area of 0.045 ha, and so on. Since Landsat overpass times coincident with field sampling dates were rare, we estimated inundated area from Landsat SWF data through linear interpolation between the nearest SWF clusters preceding and following the field sampling dates for each wetland polygon. For estimates preceding the field sample dates, average lag times were found to be 13.1 days, with a maximum of 20 days and minimum of 5 days. For estimates following the field sample dates, average lag times were found to be 14.4 days, with a maximum of 27 days and minimum of 11 days. The root mean square error (RMSE) of our estimates of inundated area compared to field surveyed wetlands was then computed as:
where y and y are the estimated and reference (measured) values, respectively, over n samples. To allow for comparison with results from the Delmarva and Everglades sites, which were assessed using SWF directly (i.e., ranging from 0 to 1 as described below), we also computed the normalized RMSE (nRMSE) as:
Delmarva Peninsula
For the Delmarva site, LiDAR intensity data (1-m resolution) over forested wetland sites in the Choptank watershed were used to derive reference SWF at 30-m resolution [41, 61, 79] . Intensity thresholds indicating inundation were calibrated using inundation observations from field-based transects [61] . LiDAR datasets were acquired in the spring seasons of 2007 and 2009, representing a relatively wet and dry year, respectively. These datasets are described in more detail in [41, 79] . Since SWF is already scaled to a fraction between 0 and 1, the RMSE described in Equation (2) is already considered normalized and was used to test the accuracy of SWF estimates.
Everglades
For the Everglades site, we used a continuous record of water depth measurements from the Everglades Depth Estimation Network (EDEN) [80] to assess the performance of the SWF algorithm over time. EDEN is comprised of 313 individual gages spread over the Everglades, where water stage has been logged at an hourly basis from as early as 1999 until present. We took the median daily water depths at each site, measured in feet above a the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NADV88), and converted these daily water depths to millimeters (mm) above ground surface by subtracting the minimum elevation within plots with an approximately 10-m radius surrounding the gages. Gage readings were sampled for all dates where Landsat images were available between 1 January 2000 and 1 July 2016.
We implemented a "DEM flooding" method adapted from [81] to generate reference SWF for a subset of the Everglades water depth gages (Figure 3) . DEM (Digital Elevation Model) flooding infers the water table height within a local window surrounding a water depth gage. Based on the assumption that there is no hydraulic gradient in the area covered by the local window, the water surface surrounding the gage is effectively the same height as the reading taken from the gage at any given time, creating a time-specific water/non-water mask within the window at the spatial resolution of the original DEM ( Figure 3B ). Given that the DEM spatial resolution is finer than that of the target reference data, this water/non-water mask was resampled to the target resolution using bilinear resampling to obtain an independent estimate of SWF at the same resolution as the dataset being assessed ( Figure 3C ).
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has been logged at an hourly basis from as early as 1999 until present. We took the median daily water depths at each site, measured in feet above a the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NADV88), and converted these daily water depths to millimeters (mm) above ground surface by subtracting the minimum elevation within plots with an approximately 10-m radius surrounding the gages. Gage readings were sampled for all dates where Landsat images were available between 1 January 2000 and 1 July 2016. We implemented a "DEM flooding" method adapted from [81] to generate reference SWF for a subset of the Everglades water depth gages (Figure 3 ). DEM (Digital Elevation Model) flooding infers the water table height within a local window surrounding a water depth gage. Based on the assumption that there is no hydraulic gradient in the area covered by the local window, the water surface surrounding the gage is effectively the same height as the reading taken from the gage at any given time, creating a timespecific water/non-water mask within the window at the spatial resolution of the original DEM ( Figure  3, B) . Given that the DEM spatial resolution is finer than that of the target reference data, this water/nonwater mask was resampled to the target resolution using bilinear resampling to obtain an independent estimate of SWF at the same resolution as the dataset being assessed (Figure 3, C) . 19 m) , consolidated from RMSE estimates across all land cover types. We visually assessed all of the available gages and removed gages with one or more of the following characteristics: (1) no overlap with the local DEM; (2) elevation data contained noise or anomalies (e.g., linear features from adjacent LiDAR flight paths); or (3) gage situated adjacent to a watercourse or reservoir which would affect our assumption of no hydraulic gradient described above. Using the remaining 17 gages (summarized in 19 m) , consolidated from RMSE estimates across all land cover types. We visually assessed all of the available gages and removed gages with one or more of the following characteristics: (1) no overlap with the local DEM; (2) elevation data contained noise or anomalies (e.g., linear features from adjacent LiDAR flight paths); or (3) gage situated adjacent to a watercourse or reservoir which would affect our assumption of no hydraulic gradient described above. Using the remaining 17 gages (summarized in Table 5 ), we employed the DEM flooding method to 500-m by 500-m windows surrounding each gage and produced 30-m resolution reference SWF data for all dates where both gage depth readings and Landsat data were available. We chose a smaller window than that employed by Cazals et al. (2016) [81] to reduce uncertainties arising from heterogeneity in the local water table surrounding the gages. After rejecting any samples with masked data from clouds or Scan Line Corrector (SLC) gaps from the Landsat imagery, 2815 individual SWF samples across the 17 gage sites were available for comparison. 
Results
Spatial Assessment
The accuracy estimates for each site are summarized in Table 6 . In the Prairie Pothole Region, the absolute RMSE was estimated at 0.55 ha, and the normalized RMSE was estimated at 0.18 for class 4 and 5 ponds. Class 4 ponds (RMSE = 0.61 ha; nRMSE = 0.23) had lower accuracy than class 5 ponds (RMSE = 0.38 ha; nRMSE = 0.18). The errors in SWF estimates were largely due to a negative bias, where area estimates were usually lower than field measurements (Figure 4 ). In the Delmarva Peninsula, the nRMSE was estimated at 0.15 for the 2007 LiDAR data (wet spring) and 0.11 for the 2009 LiDAR data (dry spring). Landsat-derived SWF largely underestimated inundation in the 2007 dataset, as is evident from the red pixels in Figure 5 (bottom left panel) . Most of the underestimated inundation was found around the fringes of forested wetland features. In the Everglades, the median nRMSE over 2815 reference SWF estimates (17 gage sites with an average of 166 sampled dates per sub-site) was found to be 0.19. To further assess the spatial representation of inundation using our method, we performed both a quantitative and qualitative comparison of the SWF results from our algorithm to that of the recently published Global Surface Water dataset (GWD) [14] . For this comparison, we used the "maximum extent" layer of the GWD dataset, defined in [14] as any pixel to have ever been mapped as water in the 32-year period of the Landsat archive. First, to quantitatively assess the ability of SWF to capture small wetlands compared to GWD, we used each dataset to independently identify inundated wetland features for a single Landsat path row (37/25) over the Prairie Pothole Region site. Wetlands from the SWF dataset were detected by identifying clusters of pixels in which the median SWF, computed from all Landsat 5 TM images acquired between April to September 2005 inclusive (nine images in total), was greater than zero. Wetlands from the GWD dataset were detected using the maximum inundated extent layer, similarly identifying clusters of pixels assigned a "water" label. The cumulative distribution of individual inundated wetlands is shown in Figure 6 . Large differences in inundation detection capabilities between the two datasets are especially evident for sub-hectare wetlands. The GWD dataset was able to identify 55,113 wetlands, whereas the median SWF dataset identified 249,097 wetlands, an increase by a factor of 4.5.
To further assess the spatial representation of inundation using our method, we performed both a quantitative and qualitative comparison of the SWF results from our algorithm to that of the recently published Global Surface Water dataset (GWD) [14] . For this comparison, we used the "maximum extent" layer of the GWD dataset, defined in [14] as any pixel to have ever been mapped as water in the 32-year period of the Landsat archive. First, to quantitatively assess the ability of SWF to capture small wetlands compared to GWD, we used each dataset to independently identify inundated wetland features for a single Landsat path row (37/25) over the Prairie Pothole Region site. Wetlands from the SWF dataset were detected by identifying clusters of pixels in which the median SWF, computed from all Landsat 5 TM images acquired between April to September 2005 inclusive (nine images in total), was greater than zero. Wetlands from the GWD dataset were detected using the maximum inundated extent layer, similarly identifying clusters of pixels assigned a "water" label. The cumulative distribution of individual inundated wetlands is shown in Figure 6 . Large differences in inundation detection capabilities between the two datasets are especially evident for sub-hectare wetlands. The GWD dataset was able to identify 55,113 wetlands, whereas the median SWF dataset identified 249,097 wetlands, an increase by a factor of 4.5. A qualitative comparison between SWF (computed from single Landsat acquisitions) and GWD is shown in Figure 7 . In all three sites, SWF captured more inundated features than that of the maximum-extent Global Surface Water data. Some wetlands on the order of one to two Landsat pixels (0.1-0.2 ha) were captured by the Global Surface Water data in the Prairie Pothole Region (Figure 7 , left panels). However, SWF was able to capture very small wetlands with area below that of a single Landsat pixel (i.e., area < 0.1 ha and SWF < 1.0). Water bodies in the forested wetland site in Delmarva shown in Figure 7 (middle panels) were largely omitted by the Global Surface Water dataset but captured by the SWF product. Inundation in the wetland complexes of the Everglades was evident in both datasets, but SWF gave a more complete representation of inundation, including both open water and areas with flooded vegetation. A qualitative comparison between SWF (computed from single Landsat acquisitions) and GWD is shown in Figure 7 . In all three sites, SWF captured more inundated features than that of the maximum-extent Global Surface Water data. Some wetlands on the order of one to two Landsat pixels (0.1-0.2 ha) were captured by the Global Surface Water data in the Prairie Pothole Region (Figure 7 , left panels). However, SWF was able to capture very small wetlands with area below that of a single Landsat pixel (i.e., area < 0.1 ha and SWF < 1.0). Water bodies in the forested wetland site in Delmarva shown in Figure 7 (middle panels) were largely omitted by the Global Surface Water dataset but captured by the SWF product. Inundation in the wetland complexes of the Everglades was evident in both datasets, but SWF gave a more complete representation of inundation, including both open water and areas with flooded vegetation. 
Temporal Assessment
To assess the performance of the SWF algorithm over a range of conditions, we applied the algorithm to all available Landsat images over the Everglades and compared the results to reference SWF from the 17 gage sites described above for all time steps in which both estimated and reference SWF were available. Temporal profiles of both estimated and reference SWF are shown in Figure 8 for two of these gage sites. Reference and estimated SWF followed expected seasonal patterns, with a drying trend in the spring and an increase in inundation in the autumn and winter seasons. 
To assess the performance of the SWF algorithm over a range of conditions, we applied the algorithm to all available Landsat images over the Everglades and compared the results to reference SWF from the 17 gage sites described above for all time steps in which both estimated and reference SWF were available. Temporal profiles of both estimated and reference SWF are shown in Figure 8 for two of these gage sites. Reference and estimated SWF followed expected seasonal patterns, with a drying trend in the spring and an increase in inundation in the autumn and winter seasons. However, SWF was frequently over-estimated in gage sites where partial inundation prevailed, as is evident in several years in the top panel (e.g., late 2004, 2007 and late 2011) and most years of the bottom panel of Figure 8 . Additionally, several "spikes" in the time series of estimated SWF in the top panel of Figure 8 indicate over-estimates likely caused by commission errors. 
To assess the performance of the SWF algorithm over a range of conditions, we applied the algorithm to all available Landsat images over the Everglades and compared the results to reference SWF from the 17 gage sites described above for all time steps in which both estimated and reference SWF were available. Temporal profiles of both estimated and reference SWF are shown in Figure 8 for two of these gage sites. Reference and estimated SWF followed expected seasonal patterns, with a drying trend in the spring and an increase in inundation in the autumn and winter seasons. However, SWF was frequently over-estimated in gage sites where partial inundation prevailed, as is evident in several years in the top panel (e. 
Discussion
Automation and Scalability
A fully automated and scalable algorithm was developed for the quantification of SWF over diverse wetland types, with the eventual aim of developing large-area dynamic inundation data products. This work builds on a range of site-specific methods that have been developed in recent years to track surface water inundation from Landsat data at a sub-pixel scale [37, 41, 42, [83] [84] [85] . These supervised methods are generally capable of capturing inundation characteristics of specific wetland ecosystems, but depend on external training data, which limits their applicability to continental to global-scale analysis. In contrast, unsupervised methods to classify inundation types [28] or quantify SWF [37] have shown promise in rapid assessment of wetland inundation. Our study builds upon these advances by demonstrating the potential of unsupervised SWF quantification methods to quantify SWF over a variety of wetland types. Avoiding the time-consuming task of gathering training data, our algorithm generates a SWF estimate over an entire Landsat scene in under eight minutes (running on 10 parallel processes). Operational Earth observation satellite missions with open data distribution policies [15, 86] combined with rapid advances in cloud computing for geospatial data processing [87] will allow for the application of our algorithm to continental to global scale analysis of wetland inundation at high temporal resolution. Validation strategies for these products will need to take into account the challenges of validating sub-pixel water fraction over areas where in situ inundation data are not available. Efforts to consolidate very high resolution imagery (often with sub-meter resolution), such as the continued acquisition of commercial imagery by the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) since 2003 [88] , will be key in producing large-area SWF products and forming comprehensive validation plans.
Strengths and Limitations
Most existing regional to global inundation products are based on classified water surfaces and often omit wetland inundation features in the presence of other reflective features such as flooded vegetation. The results presented in this study represent a significant step forward towards the quantification of wetland inundation dynamics over large heterogeneous wetlands. Below, we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of our approach in the contexts of the validation and comparison with existing global-scale surface water data products for each of the three sites featured in this study.
Small Hemispherical Wetlands
Very small hemispherical water bodies commonly found in the Prairie Pothole Region and other wetland-dominated landscapes such as the thermokarst region of northern Canada and Alaska [37] , are commonly omitted by optical-based classifiers, especially when their size is less than the pixel size of the source imagery [25, 37] . Very small water bodies are extremely abundant in the Prairie Pothole Region, and their omission in models describing regional to global phenomenon (e.g., climate) has significant implications [89, 90] . While an RMSE of 0.55 ha in the Prairie Pothole Region suggests an effective detection limit of 0.5 ha, the inundated area comparison shown in Figure 4 , the cumulative inundated wetland frequency shown in Figure 6 and the visual example shown in Figure 7 (left panel) all suggest that our SWF algorithm does indeed detect much smaller water bodies, with several single-pixel features with SWF less than 1.0 indicating the presence of inundated ponds with surface area well below that limit. Therefore, the RMSE reported for this site should be a conservative estimate, as very small wetlands were likely not fully represented in the reference dataset. We expect that an in-depth analysis of inundation over a larger range of pond sizes and classes would reveal higher sensitivity of our algorithm than what we have shown in this study.
Forested Depressional Wetlands
Detection of sub-canopy inundation in forested wetlands using optical satellite imagery is particularly difficult, and virtually impossible during leaf-on periods [41, 44] . Monitoring sub-canopy inundation using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data, on the other hand, has shown some promise, especially in the case of longer wavelength data (e.g., L-band) [79] . In this study, we detected sub-canopy inundation with RMSEs of 0.15 and 0.11 during leaf-off in 2007 and 2009, respectively. While these errors are higher than those reported in a recent study quantifying SWF using Landsat imagery over the Delmarva Peninsula [44] , a number of differences should be considered in this comparison. First, we considered forested wetlands in estimating algorithm accuracy, whereas Jin et al. (2017) [44] based their accuracy on open waters, which was not the focus of this study. Second, our algorithm does not use any local training data, and as such we expect that our results will have lower accuracies than most locally-trained algorithms, such as a similar product reported in [41] . A comparison of our results over forested wetlands with the Global Surface Water dataset [14] reveals that the Global Surface Water dataset failed to map most of the under-canopy inundation, whereas the SWF algorithm developed in this study is sensitive to a much larger proportion of sub-canopy inundation ( Figure 7 , center top and bottom).
Large Heterogeneously Inundated Wetlands
We included the Everglades site in this study to demonstrate the applicability of our algorithm over large, heterogeneously inundated surfaces, in contrast to the discrete hemispherical water bodies and depressional wetlands that dominate the Prairie Pothole wetlands and Delmarva forested wetlands. Although an overall RMSE of 0.19 across more than 2000 depth gage measurements collected over nearly two decades indicates that our algorithm is accurate, several important sources of errors and uncertainties warrant consideration. First, the results of the DEM-flooding method utilized in this study are affected by the facts that the LiDAR data used to derive the DEM would not have fully penetrated the vegetation canopy to the soil surface and that water may have been present on the surface at the time of data collection. Both of these factors are expected to introduce errors in the derived reference SWF over all dates. Second, while we did not perform an in-depth analysis of error sources, recent work comparing the DSWE product with normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) time series has shown that inundation detection errors are largely a function of vegetation cover [28] . Given the reliance of our SWF estimates to the input DSWE data product, we expect that these errors propagate to the final SWF estimate as well. Additionally, a multi-temporal demonstration of our algorithm (Figure 8 ) shows that our algorithm consistently over-estimated SWF during periods where partial inundation was apparent from the reference dataset, which is likely a limitation in our algorithm's ability to adequately model SWF in these types of wetlands. While the aggregation step in our algorithm succeeded in generating reliable training data in areas with open water bodies (e.g., the Prairie Pothole Region and Delmarva), large contiguous areas of partial inundation (as in the Everglades) generate uncertainties in SWF, which propagate to the final SWF estimate in areas where image pixels are predominantly characterized by partial water. Further research will explore alternate approaches to automatically deriving SWF training data without relying on the assumption of an initial SWF in known partial water pixels.
Despite these limitations of the algorithm, more inundated area across the Everglades site was mapped than is commonly seen in Global Surface Water datasets. As in the other sites described above, a comparison with the Global Surface Water dataset [14] shows that detecting inundation at the sub-pixel scale allows for a better representation of inundation over such large heterogeneous wetlands, allowing for discrimination between inundated surfaces and tree islands (non-inundated elliptical features in Figure 7 , right top and bottom). It is important to note that the SWF estimate (top) is a "snapshot" at a given time, whereas the Global Surface Water dataset (bottom) represents the maximum inundation extent over a multi-decadal time series dataset [14] . As demonstrated in Figure 8 , inundation varies rapidly in response to weather variability, suggesting that the Global Surface Water dataset gives a very conservative representation of inundation over this site. Conservative estimates of water extent in global datasets frequently give rise to the omission of large heterogeneously inundated landscapes, especially in the case of large wetland complexes such as the Everglades [28] . Work is currently underway to reduce omission errors in the DSWE product used to initiate SWF processing.
Potential Applications of SWF
The sub-pixel representation of inundation in wetlands is necessary for a more robust understanding of hydrological, biogeochemical and ecological processes in these systems [37] . Global inventories of small water bodies have revealed major discrepancies in global water extent estimates when small water bodies (with area <1 km 2 ) are not considered [89, 91] . Our analysis revealed that using a sub-pixel approach to detect wetland inundation allowed for a greater than fourfold increase in sensitivity compared to a state-of-the-art global inundation product [14] . Based on this observation, we conclude that surface inundation algorithms that rely on medium spatial resolution data like Landsat or Sentinel-2 must be designed to detect surface water at sub-pixels scales to be able to overcome the omissions affecting current wetlands and small water bodies.
This enhancement will in turn help to improve understanding of the influence of small water bodies on both local and global ecosystem processes. The importance of inland waters-particularly small lakes and ponds-in carbon cycling has come to light in recent years with the realization that wetlands and water bodies are not simply "vehicles" for transporting carbon through the landscape, but act as important carbon sources and sinks [90] . With a relative molecular radiative forcing upwards of 20 times that of carbon dioxide [92] and atmospheric concentrations likely higher than any time in the past 650,000 years [93] , methane cycling in wetlands is of particular concern to the climate research community. Wetlands can act as methane sources or sinks depending on various factors including vegetation, climate and hydroperiod [94] and have been identified as the largest net methane source in some parts of the world [95] . Lack of reliable information on wetlands is therefore responsible for a large share of the uncertainties in global methane models [96] . The automation made possible with the algorithm described in this paper will allow for the quantification of inundation dynamics at continental to global scales, thus helping to address uncertainties in the role of wetlands and surface inundation in global carbon cycles.
Another aspect of wetland ecosystems to which SWF will contribute is a more complete understanding of hydrologic connectivity, which mediates the transport of nutrients and organisms throughout watersheds [97] . Characterizing surface water connectivity associated with wetland ecosystems is critical to understanding these watershed-scale processes. In this study, we present several examples that demonstrate how the quantification of inundation using SWF allowed for better representation of connected inundated features than with classified water products. One such example in a forested stream in the southwestern Everglades is demonstrated in Figure 9 , in which the Global Inland Water product [18] , DSWE [28] and SWF from this study are compared. Depicting watercourses using continuous fields (SWF) instead of a binary classification (as in the Global Inland Water product) allowed for detection of features well below the sensor pixel size, and therefore a more complete representation of the watercourse. The accurate representation of hydrologic connections and their dynamics will help to improve models describing hydrologic controls on biogeochemistry and biodiversity, with implications for management and policy in wetland systems [98, 99] . Figure 9 . Representation of a small forested stream using the Global Inland Water product [18] , DSWE and SWF. The zoomed area shown in the GoogleEarth screenshot is shown as a dotted rectangle. The SWF value at the arrow is 0.1, where the width of the visible portion of the river was estimated to be 5 m from the GoogleEarth imagery.
Conclusions
The accurate characterization of hydrology in wetlands is needed to understand their function across landscapes. While Earth observation satellites provide excellent opportunities for mapping and quantifying wetland inundation, currently available surface water datasets still fail to adequately represent inundation dynamics in complex wetlands. We designed an unsupervised regression algorithm, adapted from several existing methods [28, 37] , to quantify sub-pixel water fraction from Landsat imagery. We estimated normalized RMSE's ranging from 0.11 to 0.19 using in situ or fine resolution airborne data collected over three wetland sites across North America. Our algorithm was also shown to be highly sensitive to inundation in sub-hectare water bodies, forested wetlands and wetlands with emergent vegetation, when compared to existing dynamic surface water products [14] . This enhanced sensitivity demonstrates that optical satellite imagery can be used to effectively monitor surface hydrology in wetland ecosystems representing a range of hydrologic and vegetation characteristics. Additionally, the fact that our algorithm is fully automated allows for rapid quantification of inundation dynamics over time by applying it to time series of optical imagery. Taken together with the enhancements in sensitivity, this ability presents an opportunity to study wetland inundation dynamics over broad spatial and temporal scales with higher detail than has previously been possible.
A number of issues will need to be explored in future research to enable the spatial and temporal scaling of the work presented here. First, errors of commission described here and typically encountered in optical surface water detection algorithms should be addressed using additional information. For example, terrain shadows are commonly mis-classified as surface water, necessitating the use of terrain-related information to correct for these effects [28] . Second, the temporal resolution of Landsat observations, while sufficient for quantifying seasonal inundation dynamics in some ecosystems, will result in substantial uncertainties in the quantification of temporal dynamics (e.g., hydroperiod) in other wetland ecosystems. To this end, adapting our algorithm to allow its application to data from the recently launched Sentinel-2A and -2B optical sensors could result in a threefold increase in the temporal frequency of observations [100] . Finally, fusion of surface inundation data based on optical observations with those based on SAR data (e.g., from the recently launched Sentinel-1 satellites) will be necessary to further increase the temporal resolution of these data in areas where persistent cloud cover precludes regular inundation monitoring using optical data streams alone. For example, interferometric SAR (InSAR) methods have been shown to be highly Figure 9 . Representation of a small forested stream using the Global Inland Water product [18] , DSWE and SWF. The zoomed area shown in the GoogleEarth screenshot is shown as a dotted rectangle. The SWF value at the arrow is 0.1, where the width of the visible portion of the river was estimated to be 5 m from the GoogleEarth imagery.
A number of issues will need to be explored in future research to enable the spatial and temporal scaling of the work presented here. First, errors of commission described here and typically encountered in optical surface water detection algorithms should be addressed using additional information. For example, terrain shadows are commonly mis-classified as surface water, necessitating the use of terrain-related information to correct for these effects [28] . Second, the temporal resolution of Landsat observations, while sufficient for quantifying seasonal inundation dynamics in some ecosystems, will result in substantial uncertainties in the quantification of temporal dynamics (e.g., hydroperiod) in other wetland ecosystems. To this end, adapting our algorithm to allow its application to data from the recently launched Sentinel-2A and -2B optical sensors could result in a threefold increase in the temporal frequency of observations [100] . Finally, fusion of surface inundation data based on optical observations with those based on SAR data (e.g., from the recently launched Sentinel-1 satellites) will be necessary to further increase the temporal resolution of these data in areas where persistent cloud cover precludes regular inundation monitoring using optical data streams alone. For example, interferometric SAR (InSAR) methods have been shown to be highly effective in monitoring inundation dynamics over time [101] . The integration of optical and SAR data will also benefit from the ability of SAR data to detect sub-canopy inundation in forested wetlands under a wider range of phenology conditions than optical data [79, 102] .
